### Introduction:

In the interest of "Saudia" to improve the services provided to its guests and keeping up with the company's strategic transformation program (SV2020), a new Interline Agreements with other airlines have been initiated to issue/accept the Interline Electronic Miscellaneous Documents (IEMD) for excess baggage on SV network.

### Definition:

It is an electronic document that facilitates the selling of additional services and collecting and tracking the usage of charges that are not covered by E-Ticket. It is issued and accepted by other airlines.

### Service:

First phase: Issuing of IEMD for collecting excess baggage charges only.

### Service Code:

SRXBAG-EXTRA CARRIAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XBAG</th>
<th>EXCESS BAGGAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Number of Financial Document:

Korean Airlines financial document number is (180).

### Procedures and conditions:

SV policies and procedures of EMD are applied on IEMD with using the same entries.

- The reissue/sector change/revalidation/refund are permitted.
- In case of no show, the guest loses the value of the entire IEMD.
- In case of involuntary change the passenger can be compensated for the value of the IEMD without fees and this does not fall under the compensation procedure of unaccepted passengers.
- Guests Baggage’s will be transferred to the last destination.

### Important note:

IEMD for excess baggage charges will be issued by Saudia (SV) and Korean Airlines (KE) on a reciprocal basis.

* For more information regarding EMD, please click this link: [EMD](#)

---

### If you have any questions or comments on this Bulletin, please contact SAUDIA manager in your area.
Example of IEMD for excess baggage issued by SV on sector (JED-sv-DXB-ke-ICN)

--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/SU 19SEP18/1153Z UGBB52
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. SV 566 Y 01DEC 6 JEDDBX HK1 S 0700 1045 *1A/E*
3. KE 952 Y 01DEC 6 DXBCICN HK1 1 2120 1050+1 *1A/E*
4. AP JED TBA - STO , JED , TICKETING PROCEDURE GROUP - A
5. TK OK15SEP/JEDSV0008/KTSV
6. SSR DOCS SV HK1 P/GRB/012345678/GRB/30JUN73/M/14APR09/ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
7. RM . . . TEST . IEMD
8. FA PAX 065-2400326904/KTSV/SAR8822.00/19SEP18/JEDSV0008/7149
   3951/S2-3
9. FB PAX 0000000000 TTP/RT OK ETICKET WELL ISSUED ITR NOT PRINTED DUE TO WRONG MNEMONIC/S2-3
10. FE PAX KE NON ENDS./S2-3
11. FP CASH

--- XBGX-EXTRA CARRIAGE/S2/F1 ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/SU 19SEP18/1153Z UGBB52
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. SV 566 Y 01DEC 6 JEDDBX HK1 S 0700 1045 *1A/E*
3. KE 952 Y 01DEC 6 DXBCICN HK1 1 2120 1050+1 *1A/E*
4. AP JED TBA - STO , JED , TICKETING PROCEDURE GROUP - A
5. TK OK15SEP/JEDSV0008/KTSV
6. SSR DOCS SV HK1 P/GRB/012345678/GRB/30JUN73/M/14APR09/ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
7. RM . . . TEST . IEMD
8. FA PAX 065-2400326904/KTSV/SAR8822.00/19SEP18/JEDSV0008/7149
   3951/S2-3
9. FB PAX 0000000000 TTP/RT OK ETICKET WELL ISSUED ITR NOT PRINTED DUE TO WRONG MNEMONIC/S2-3
10. FE PAX KE NON ENDS./S2-3
11. FP CASH

--- XBAG-EXTRA CARRIAGE/S3/F1 ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/SU 19SEP18/1153Z UGBB52
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. SV 566 Y 01DEC 6 JEDDBX HK1 S 0700 1045 *1A/E*
3. KE 952 Y 01DEC 6 DXBCICN HK1 1 2120 1050+1 *1A/E*
4. AP JED TBA - STO , JED , TICKETING PROCEDURE GROUP - A
5. TK OK15SEP/JEDSV0008/KTSV
6. SSR DOCS SV HK1 P/GRB/012345678/GRB/30JUN73/M/14APR09/ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
7. RM . . . TEST . IEMD
8. FA PAX 065-2400326904/KTSV/SAR8822.00/19SEP18/JEDSV0008/7149
   3951/S2-3
9. FB PAX 0000000000 TTP/RT OK ETICKET WELL ISSUED ITR NOT PRINTED DUE TO WRONG MNEMONIC/S2-3
10. FE PAX KE NON ENDS./S2-3
11. FP CASH

--- TMC/L7 ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/19SEP11 EMD-A CARR SV
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. RFISC-01J ASSOCIATED EXCESS BAGGAGE
   1. RFISC-01J ASSOCIATED EXCESS BAGGAGE ORIGIN-JED DEST-DXB
   OPERATING CC-SV L 7
2. RFISC-01J INTERLINE BAGGAGE
   2. RFISC-01J INTERLINE BAGGAGE ORIGIN-DXB DEST-ICN
   OPERATING CC-KZ L 8

--- TMI/TF200/ER-10/PC ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/19SEP12 EMD-A CARR SV

--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/SU 19SEP18/1153Z UGBB52
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. SV 566 Y 01DEC 6 JEDDBX HK1 S 0700 1045 *1A/E*
3. KE 952 Y 01DEC 6 DXBCICN HK1 1 2120 1050+1 *1A/E*
4. AP JED TBA - STO , JED , TICKETING PROCEDURE GROUP - A
5. TK OK15SEP/JEDSV0008/KTSV
6. SSR DOCS SV HK1 P/GRB/012345678/GRB/30JUN73/M/14APR09/ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
7. RM . . . TEST . IEMD
8. FA PAX 065-2400326904/KTSV/SAR8822.00/19SEP18/JEDSV0008/7149
   3951/S2-3
9. FB PAX 0000000000 TTP/RT OK ETICKET WELL ISSUED ITR NOT PRINTED DUE TO WRONG MNEMONIC/S2-3
10. FE PAX KE NON ENDS./S2-3
11. FP CASH

--- XBGX-EXTRA CARRIAGE/S2/F1 ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/SU 19SEP18/1153Z UGBB52
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. SV 566 Y 01DEC 6 JEDDBX HK1 S 0700 1045 *1A/E*
3. KE 952 Y 01DEC 6 DXBCICN HK1 1 2120 1050+1 *1A/E*
4. AP JED TBA - STO , JED , TICKETING PROCEDURE GROUP - A
5. TK OK15SEP/JEDSV0008/KTSV
6. SSR DOCS SV HK1 P/GRB/012345678/GRB/30JUN73/M/14APR09/ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
7. RM . . . TEST . IEMD
8. FA PAX 065-2400326904/KTSV/SAR8822.00/19SEP18/JEDSV0008/7149
   3951/S2-3
9. FB PAX 0000000000 TTP/RT OK ETICKET WELL ISSUED ITR NOT PRINTED DUE TO WRONG MNEMONIC/S2-3
10. FE PAX KE NON ENDS./S2-3
11. FP CASH

--- XBAG-EXTRA CARRIAGE/S3/F1 ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/SU 19SEP18/1153Z UGBB52
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. SV 566 Y 01DEC 6 JEDDBX HK1 S 0700 1045 *1A/E*
3. KE 952 Y 01DEC 6 DXBCICN HK1 1 2120 1050+1 *1A/E*
4. AP JED TBA - STO , JED , TICKETING PROCEDURE GROUP - A
5. TK OK15SEP/JEDSV0008/KTSV
6. SSR DOCS SV HK1 P/GRB/012345678/GRB/30JUN73/M/14APR09/ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
7. RM . . . TEST . IEMD
8. FA PAX 065-2400326904/KTSV/SAR8822.00/19SEP18/JEDSV0008/7149
   3951/S2-3
9. FB PAX 0000000000 TTP/RT OK ETICKET WELL ISSUED ITR NOT PRINTED DUE TO WRONG MNEMONIC/S2-3
10. FE PAX KE NON ENDS./S2-3
11. FP CASH

--- TMC/L7 ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/19SEP11 EMD-A CARR SV
1. ALENEZI/MANSOUR A MR
2. RFISC-01J ASSOCIATED EXCESS BAGGAGE
   1. RFISC-01J ASSOCIATED EXCESS BAGGAGE ORIGIN-JED DEST-DXB
   OPERATING CC-SV L 7
2. RFISC-01J INTERLINE BAGGAGE
   2. RFISC-01J INTERLINE BAGGAGE ORIGIN-DXB DEST-ICN
   OPERATING CC-KZ L 8

--- TMI/TF200/ER-10/PC ---
--- TST RLR SFP ---
RF/JEDSV0008/JEDSV0008 ME/19SEP12 EMD-A CARR SV
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